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1: Energy Choice Ohio - Natural Gas
The PUCO produces the Apples to Apples charts to provide a snapshot comparison of current natural gas and electric
supplier price options and contract terms. The charts list only the certified natural gas and electric suppliers and
aggregators that are actively enrolling new customers.

NAP is not a distribution utility. Switching to a third party electric supplier is not mandatory and you have the
option of remaining with your EDC for basic general service. Historical pricing is not indicative of future
pricing. Current NAP rates may be higher or lower than the utility or your current supplier. Toll Free in
Connecticut: The sources of these RECs include, but are not limited to: This advertisement is to solicit a
change in your natural gas marketer. Advertised NAP rates are for supply charges, do not change based on
usage, and do not include delivery service charges and applicable taxes. Switching to a new electricity supplier
will not affect the reliability of your service. Your electric utility is still responsible for delivery of your
electricity and for service and emergency calls. You will receive written notice from your utility confirming
your change in supplier. You will have within 10 calendar days from the processing of your enrollment to
rescind the NAP contract by contacting NAP or your utility. Total bill prices will include both supply and
EDC charges. View historical, current, and upcoming variable electric rates here. MD Electric License No:
NAP The price quoted is only for electricity supplied by NAP, and does not include any tax, utility,
distribution charge or other utility fee or charge. NAP prices are not regulated by the commission. View
current and upcoming variable electric rates here. View historical variable electric rates here. Switching to a
third party supplier is not mandatory and you have the option of remaining with your Local Distribution
Company for basic generation service. Supply pricing does not change based on usage. OH electric certificate
No.: If you are removed from utility consolidated billing for any reason NAP reserves the right to bill you
directly or terminate the supply agreement. You can obtain important standardized information that will allow
you to compare this product with other offers, for NAP offers and claims contact our customer care group by
clicking here. All claims regarding renewable and all renewable products are supported by renewable energy
certificates in compliance with Commission rules. See Terms of Service for details. Enter your zip code to
view rates and plans in your area:
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2: Shop for Gas | Gas Purchasing Options | Peoples Gas | Peoples Natural Gas
Natural gas is the best energy choice for your business We've detected a problem with your browser settings. It's
possible that you don't have javascript enabled in your browser.

How long does it take to switch to and from a supplier? It can take up to two months to switch to and from a
supplier. Why is NJNG offering supplier choice services? NJNG believes customers may benefit from
additional choices as a result of energy deregulation; furthermore, we believe competition is good for
everyone. Providing real choices will increase value for the customer, resulting in greater customer
satisfaction. Are third-party natural gas suppliers regulated? In addition, NJNG sets financial and performance
criteria for natural gas suppliers. Only licensed suppliers who meet this criteria are eligible to serve NJNG
customers. See a list of eligible suppliers. Will I save money by participating in Energy Choice? Suppliers
purchase natural gas from a number of different sources with different pricing structures. Some suppliers may
offer attractive pricing options or other incentives. Choosing another supplier may result in savings. You
should investigate the options offered to determine what savings, if any, you would realize. NJNG does not
guarantee a transportation customer will save money. Supplier prices are not regulated by the BPU. Will I be
charged a fee to switch to a third-party supplier? NJNG does not charge customers a fee to switch suppliers.
The HMAD represents the highest daily usage a customer could have in one month. The HMAD is determined
using the highest usage between two actual reads. The actual usage is reduced by the base load usage to
determine the heat load usage. The heat load usage is divided by the number of actual degree days in the
period to determine the use per degree day. The use per degree day is multiplied by the normalized degree
days to calculate the normalized heat usage. The normalized heat usage is added to the non-heat usage and
divided by the billing days in the period to arrive at the HMAD. NJNG will serve as a backup supplier in the
event your suppier fails to deliver an adequate supply of natural gas. If this situation occurs, the supplier will
be assessed costly penalties. If I buy my natural gas from another supplier, who do I call in case of a natural
gas emergency or an outage? We will continue to respond to your safety calls, read your meter and maintain
the natural gas delivery system leading to your home. Who do I call if I have a billing question? That depends
on who is doing the billing, the supplier or the utility. Check the contract with your new natural gas supplier
for the billing arrangement. Generally, for questions about a meter read, contact the utility as they read your
natural gas meter. If I am on a budget plan and I decide to choose another natural gas supplier, can I remain on
a budget plan? Yes as long as NJNG is doing the billing for the supplier. Can a supplier enroll me without my
consent? Currently, New Jersey legislation requires written or electronic signature to enroll or switch. What is
an electronic signature? An "electronic signature" is an electronic sound, symbol or process, attached to or
logically associated with a contract or other record, and executed or adopted by a person with the intent to sign
the record. Examples of electronic signatures: Check your contract with your supplier for the cancellation
process, terms, fees and conditions. You are required to give at least two months notice to NJNG and your
supplier.
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3: Natural Gas - The Best Energy Choice
Best of all, natural gas is aclean burning fuel that when used efficiently can reduce emissions. Overall, that makes
natural gas the best choice for our energy future. For more information, contact www.enganchecubano.com

Any electric or gas customer in New Jersey is eligible to shop, but those with higher usage may have an even
greater incentive to do so. Commercial and industrial customers with peak loads of kilowatts or more are
subject to a retail margin of one-half cent per kilowatthour if they continue to buy their electric supplies from
their utility. Those customers with peak loads of 1, kilowatts or above are also subject to hourly pricing i. How
do I shop? You may also wish to visit the websites of your electric or gas distribution company for specific
information on buying third-party supplies within their service areas. Call several suppliers on the list so you
can compare their offers. What questions should I ask the suppliers? One of the first things to ask about is the
pricing options the supplier offers. Generally, these options fall into three categories: Fixed, floating and
hybrid. Under this option, a customer pays a set, agreed-upon price for energy supplies throughout the term of
the contract. Fixed price contracts can help customers save money if energy costs rise in the future.
Conversely, customers may end up paying more under a fixed price option if energy costs decline. This option
is a combination of the fixed and floating options. In some cases, the customer pays a fixed price for part of
the contract period, and a floating price for the remainder of the time. Regardless of the option you choose, it
is also important to ask the following questions: What are my choices on the length of the contract? Are there
any penalties if I want to get out of the contract before it expires? Does your price include New Jersey state
sales tax? Are there any other taxes, charges or fees included in your price? What billing options do you offer?
Can I pay one consolidated bill for both my energy supplies and the delivery service, or must I pay separate
bills to my energy supplier and my distribution utility? Do you offer other products or services i. Can I review
your standard contract before I receive your price offer? How long is your price offer valid? If I accept your
offer, how long will it take for service to begin?
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4: StateWise Energy - Your Wise Choice for Natural Gas and Electricity
In Michigan, you have the choice of your natural gas supplier. Confirm your natural gas provider by reviewing your bill: If
your bill shows a "Gas Cost Recovery" charge, we are your current natural gas supplier.

The Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission PUC therefore has adopted the following requirements for the
release of residential and commercial customer information. You may choose to restrict the release of all your
customer information. If you tell us that you want your customer information name, billing address, service
address, rate class, account number, and historical billing data to be kept private, then we will not release this
information to a third party. You may choose to restrict the release of only historical billing data. If you tell us
that you do not want historical billing data released, we may release your name, billing address, service
address, rate class, and account number to a third party, but we will not release your historical billing data. The
"Eligible Customer List" is updated throughout the year. Customer telephone numbers will NOT be released
under any circumstances. To restrict your information or reinstate the release of your information, call or send
a letter to Peoples Natural Gas, P. These suppliers are licensed by the Pennsylvania Public Utility
Commission. When you begin shopping for a Natural Gas Supplier, the following sites would be a good place
to start, as they carefully track and publish current available rates: Here are some questions to ask a supplier to
make sure you understand what is included in their service agreements: What are your prices and how do they
compare to the default utility rate? Is the natural gas price fixed or will it vary throughout the year? Is there a
cap on how high the variable rate can be? What is the length of the agreement? What happens after the
agreement expires? Are there any other fees, such as early termination fees? Do you offer any other products
and services? Do you have a toll-free contact number to handle customer service questions? They will walk
you through the sign up process. Peoples will then send you a letter confirming your choice, and this letter will
give you 5 days to respond if you change your mind. Choosing to participate in Energy Choice is available
year-round, so you can select a Natural Gas Supplier at any time. Through the Peoples Energy Choice
Program, all residential customers are able to purchase natural gas from someone other than Peoples. This
allows you freedom of choice and the ability to select a gas supplier that best meets your needs. If you choose
another supplier for your natural gas, Peoples will continue to deliver that natural gas to your home or
business. Is Energy Choice new? Peoples Energy Choice Program has been available since Are other utilities
offering Energy Choice? You should check with your current utility companies for further information or
details. Do I have to change the way I purchase natural gas? It is strictly a program to give customers a choice.
You will continue to receive your natural gas supply from Peoples at rates regulated by the Pennsylvania
Public Utility Commission. How much can I save with Energy Choice? It will depend on a lot of things, like
how much gas you use and the company you choose to supply your natural gas. It will be necessary for you to
shop around for the best value, just as you do now for other things that you purchase frequently. Will a new
natural gas supplier have to install new gas lines and a different meter? Your gas supplier will buy your natural
gas and deliver it through existing piping systems. Peoples will then deliver the gas to your home or business.
Peoples will continue to own and maintain your existing meter. How do I sign up with a new natural gas
supplier? Once you have shopped and compared natural gas suppliers, contact your selected natural gas
supplier. They will walk you through the process. Will I receive more than one bill? It depends on what your
natural gas supplier offers. Or you may receive a bill from Peoples and a bill from your supplier. Once I
choose a different natural gas supplier, can I change my mind in the future? You can choose to change your
gas supplier at any time. Please read you supplier contract before cancelling your service as early termination
fees may apply. Where can I find a list of approved Natural Gas Suppliers?
5: Cost Comparison: Natural Gas and Electricity
Because of energy choice you can choose the company that supplies your home's electricity or natural gas, and secure
the cost of energy that fits your lifestyle. Learn more It's called energy choice and it gives you control over your energy
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supplier rate.

6: Energy Choice | Residential Electricity and Natural Gas Energy Plans
Welcome to the official natural gas shopping website of the Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission (PA PUC)..
Depending on where your home or business is within Pennsylvania, you may be able to save money on your energy bill
by switching your natural gas supplier.

7: New Jersey Natural Gas Energy Choice FAQs
Better comfort, reliability and savings. When it comes to energy for your home, you deserve the very best. We believe
natural gas is the best energy choice to ensure your home is a place where you can relax and comfortably recharge for
the day ahead.

8: Natural gas : the best energy choice (Book, ) [www.enganchecubano.com]
Shop electricity & natural gas rates at Choose Energy & save on your energy bill! Discover the best energy rates for
your home and business. Switching energy providers has never been easier with Choose Energy's 24/7 online
marketplace.

9: Energy Choice Program | What is Energy Choice | The Power to Choose | Natural Gas Philadelphia
Ohio's electric and natural gas suppliers are committed to providing a range of green energy options to its customers.
Most of Choose Energy's Ohio partners offer affordable plans that incorporate 25% to % of energy sourced from
renewable resources, such as wind power and solar power.
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